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MESSAGE FROM THE PATRON
“When the winds of change start blowing, some people build walls, some
build windmills”
Just a few days back, the world was moving on as usual and there was a
set motion. Suddenly Covid 19 disrupted all global activities and everyone
was at first shell shaken and then had to think of new ways of managing
this crisis. While on the ground, isolation and social distancing became
norms, the digital presence and interactions intensified. Anyhow this was
coming up irrespective of endemic as industry 4.0 had already disrupted all
major industry with the cyber-human interface. The future of Brick and

Mortar University on its own without the complement of digital education is unthinkable. When, we, at
PDPU, declared suspension of on-campus classes, initially it looked momentary but then as the gravity
of the situation started to be felt, new ways of being in communication with students were to be
discovered.
Digital literacy, even for most of the academicians is at a nascent stage in India, other issues were/are
internet speed, selection of platform that allows blended learning experience and how to maintain
timetable with all faculty members scattered across. We started slowly with first engaging students on
google class or canvas, some faculty started engaging classes with various video meeting tools.
We kept on encouraging one another and kept on giving tips to how various platforms can be used and
what can be the challenges and solutions.
We also started recording and uploading video lectures on SLS YouTube page. Issues were many. Not
all would have tried video editing, mass communication studio was on campus and here we all were
scattered.
Gradually, all faculty started contributing to various platforms. As it was a new experience for faculty
members, so was it for many students. There were suggestions of making sessions more interactive,
reducing daily schedule and using the various platforms. We understood the challenges and kept on
discussing how to improve the course delivery.
Daily details of lectures conducted were compiled, faculty meetings started happening online, the
content was developed. While most of the resources were on campus, new resources had to be
generated. However, there was a keen desire to contribute.
To boost the morale we kept on sharing hilarious memes on digital onslaught by faculty in India and
laughed at ourselves gently.
The past one month has been an eye-opener. We had never, frankly, anticipated such a crisis. However,
we are sure, all stakeholders would learn new things and we would get back safe and sound.
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I extend my appreciation to all faculty who, I know, were really stretched and stressed in a new situation
but they responded amazingly.
Let the world be again safe and moving. Amen!
Prof. (Dr.) Nigam Dave
Dean & Director
School of Liberal Studies
Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University, Gandhinagar
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Let’s Talk
THE COVID-19 CRISIS WILL USHER IN A NEW WFH ECONOMY
As I write, the world is going through one of the worst health crisis in history.
Most of humanity is locked indoors. As iterated by multiple experts, this
global lockdown is having a disastrous impact on the international economic
order. Lakhs of people have already lost their jobs and millions are on the
verge of losing theirs. The resultant downturn might be more hurting than the
Subprime mortgage crisis of 2008. There seems to be nothing positive that
has resulted subject to the Covid-19 fiasco. There is one silver lining though
that is fast becoming the norm – Work from Home or WFH, as it is commonly
known in the professional world.
WFH is more or less going to be the norm in the post-Covid world, a space that will be distinctly
different from what we have known until now. It might be pertinent to note here that Tata Consultancy
Services (TCS), the largest Indian Information Technology (IT) company, has just decided that 75 per
cent of its employees will permanently work from home after the Covid-19 situation improves. Many
other Indian companies are expected to follow suit. In fact, multiple international organizations are
rapidly making this transition. Consequently, a new economic order is set to emerge – the WFH
economy.
In view of the same, it has become paramount for students to update their skills and make rapid
strides towards being technologically equipped, something that will determine the eventual success of
professionals. Let us look at some of the changes that would accompany this economic transition:
1. Time wasted on commutation will be a thing of the past. Thus, employees can better manage their
time in being more productive. This would also mean that employees will not be spending energy in
reaching office from home and reaching home from office.
2. Office hours would be flexible. The days of fixed working hours are over. From now on, employees
would work based on the necessity and the assignments can come during any time of the day.
3. The identity of an employee would be his username and password. Instead of fixed identity cards,
employees would establish their identities by logging into the company system.
4.Organizational hierarchies will no longer exist. We shall be moving towards a professional
environment where work will be distributed based on expertise and necessity and not on the whims of
an individual. Thus, democratization is set to come in.
5. It has been proven scientifically that the productivity of an employee increases manifold when he/
she is not bound by a rigid system. A WFH system would ensure that an employee uses his creativity
more than what he/ she can do when he/ she is confined within an office.
6. Most of the companies would now hire employees sans any consideration of borders. This would
result in people from many countries working in a single project.
7. Companies would not spend much on setting up swanky offices with modern amenities. Most of the
companies would instead spend on making their fundamentals stronger after the Covid-19 crisis dies
down. Offices would be minimalistic.
8. There are going to be health hazards though. A WFH economy would result in people accumulating
unnecessary calories and this would have an adverse impact on other global health conditions such as
hypertension, diabetes and the likes.
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9. People would become more unsocial and there is a distinct possibility of people picking up
psychological issues as a result of being stuck at homes.
10. Most importantly, the burning of fossil fuels would decrease as less people would commute to
their offices. Thus, the pollution might go down significantly.
Apart from the changes mentioned above, there would also be a lot of other changes that we can’t
fathom at this point in time. However, the professional world is going to change and for good! Let us
adapt and stay relevant!
Have a great read!
Amrita Chakraborty
Editor, SLS Mirror
Assistant Professor, Media &
Communication,
SLS, PDPU
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LET US REFLECT AND APPRECIATE
By Dr. Sandesh Mahajan
Every day, we are sitting and sulking inside our homes, annoyed at the long ‘lock-down’ that seems to be
stretching infinitely, blaming the system and neighbouring countries. We are expressing anger which is not
being able to come out. We hardly ever spare any consideration for the ones who are compelled to be present on
the streets and the front-line of this long-standing battle against the infamous foe ‘Coronavirus’. They are
working day and night, risking their safety and that of their own family members, fulfilling the duties towards
their profession and of course, towards humanity. What a stark difference! While there are people who are
absolutely bent upon disobeying government orders, moving carelessly on the streets, gathering in large
numbers for causes which could perhaps have lesser significance than the grave issue that challenges mankind at
the moment, criticizing the lock-down and doubting its necessity, on the other hand, there are also those, who
have set aside everything else: their safety and the anxiety of their family members, in order to serve the nation
and the people. They have no questions in their minds, no doubts in their heads, but just clear instructions:
saving those who can be saved, limiting the pandemic and ensuring people provided with the essential services. I
wonder of what material are their minds made up of. And how different are they from the rest? Whatever it
might be, it is nothing but God's grace that people like them exist. These are the ones who actually pay heed to
the line, ‘deeds, not words’. They are the ones who constantly put in efforts to ensure that a silver lining exists
amidst the dark clouds of the serious pandemic; they are the ones who have ensured that in spite of being such a
densely populated country, the spread is limited. Sadly, the difficult decision they have taken in the interest of
the society, isn't made any easier by the rest of us. We should be ashamed that we are a part of society where
people do not co-operate in the face of an emergency. We should question ourselves, "Is this the society we live
in where people throw stones, harass and even attack those who are simply doing their duties?” We should be
sorry that that there are people who support and encourage such insanity and we should be grateful that the only
expectation ever asked from us in this battle is to stay home and keep ourselves safe and healthy. At the same
time, our professional responsibilities shouldn't be undermined. After all, it is definitely taxing to remain locked
at home, days after days. However, now that I really think about it, it is a must to express gratitude to those who
are labouring to improve the condition for our sake. I have always doubted how remarkable unanimity is. Now I
realize that when there is unanimity in an intention, it is sure to succeed. Which is why, it is imperative that we
unanimously co-operate in this hour of need. Only then can we be successful in fighting off the corona virus to
the core. Also, we must time and again appreciate and value the toils and tribulations of the medical
professionals, the policemen and every one of those who are all out there, working their fingers to the bone for
our sake and pray for their health and wellness.
We the SLS family, extend our heartfelt gratitude towards these superheroes who are not leaving any stones
unturned in keeping us safe from Coronavirus. THANK YOU!
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PDPU THANK YOU POSTER

A thank you poster was designed by Mr. Dushyant Dave, Admin Manager of SLS, PDPU to thank the
unconditional commitment of the frontline workers of Covid-19 pandemic. A lot of SLS faculty
members and staffs have used the poster as their WhatsApp Display Picture (DP) to show solidarity
for them.
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SLS Students Homage to
Corona Virus Frontline
Workers
’

SLS STUDENTS’ HOMAGE TO CORONAVIRUS FRONTLINE WORKERS
Rapporteur: Dr. Neeta Khurana

The Coronavirus pandemic across the world has affected millions of people and their daily lives. The
frontline workers are working round the clock to save us and our families during this hard time. The
government has urged people to stay home, use PPE's and observe social distancing to prevent the
spread of Covid-19.
The students of School of Liberal Studies, Pandit Deendayal Petroleum University, Gandhinagar
wanted to applaud the selfless effort of frontline workers working 24x7 to prevent the spread of
Coronavirus.
The BA/BBA and B.Com students of 2018 Batch of Soft Skills elective joined hands together by
making a video presentation. In the video they expressed what should be done during the lockdown.
Words like sympathy, unity, courage were used to show solidarity towards the pandemic.
The video assignment prepared by students was done with the aim to reach to a larger public during
this crisis with proper communication. Dr. Neeta Khurana and Dr. Nigam Dave encouraged students
to do the assignment as according to them it “led to massive enthusiasm and a sense of togetherness
and a feeling of contributing towards a larger goal".
Using technology to spread awareness from the comfort of their homes made this external
communication highly successful!
The students made the video, the link of which is given below:
https://youtu.be/VYD-oszxATk

The students added their names along with the words they
represent:
1. Rujoo - Safe
2. Vidhi- Courage
3. Isha - Stay home stay safe
4. Aakanksha - Faith
5. Nitin - Heroes
6. Achint- Fighters
7. Nupur - Stay Apart-Stay United
8. Nandita - Unity
9. Alap Patel - Patience
10. Harshita- Grateful

21. Devki- Perseverance
11. Bhoomi- Compassion
22. Rutvik - Educate
12. Anchal- Security
23. Samarth - Ambitious
13. Palak - Humanity
24. Anjali - Sympathy
14. Ritu - Affection
25. Aditi - Harmony
15. Srishti - Positivity
26. Diana - Love
16. Nayomi- Cohesion
27. Amisha - Patience
17. Salvi - Hope
28. Aayushi- Gratitude
18. Priyanshi- kindness
29. Prashant - Globe
19. Rutvi- empathy
30
20. Nupur Vyas- Don’t panic, stay strong!

30. Gayathri- Social responsibility
31. Dhruvi - Optimistic
32. Vivek - Together we can.
33. Mann - Honesty
34. Krunal- Trust the process...
35. Vrutika - Calm
36. Shailee - Solidarity
37- Kajal - We shall overcome
38. Meghna - Impartial
39. Jatin - Care
40. Aneri - Alacrity
41. Archi- Generosity
42. Disha - Grow
43. Jagpreeth - Helpful
44. Aneri - Zest

60. Shreeda Trivedi - Effusive
61. Kevin Padaliya - Endurance
62. Yash Matroja - Optimism
63. Rutvi Rank - Glory
64. Rishabh Mehrotra- Wisdom
65. Preetul Jain- Integrity
66. Zeel Dobariya - Versatile
67. Milan Ranpara - Zestful
68. Sneha Aribenchi - Therapeutic
69. Anshika Jyoti - Sanity
70. Zansi Vaishnani - Obliging
71 Harshdev- Spiritual
72. Yash G -Accomplish
73. Kamen- Persistence
74. Aayush Sanghvi - Sanguine

45. Parth Jain - Encourage
46. Jainam Soni - Cheerful
47. Smit Soni - Bright
48. Raghav Agrawal - Peace
49. Divyaraj - Stability
50. Priyamvada - Flatten the curve
51. Rhea- Buoyant
52. Riyashi Shah - Pray
53. Moksha Shah - Resilience
54. Roshan Vadhwani - Confident
55. Lipi Patel - Better days ahead
56. Parth Kyada - Empathy
57. Ramandeep Singh - Go Corona Go!
58. Krina Thakkar - One world
59. Madhav rakholia- Serene

75. Raj - Business ethics
76. Hima Dhingani - Voracious
77. Khushi Zaveri - Victory
78. Chiras Singhvi - Brainbox
79. Meet Agrawal - Brainwash
80. Anmol - Audacity
81. Shreya Srivastava - Patience
82. Amiraj - Healing
83. Abhimanyu - Grit
84. Eshita - Self control
85. parth - Loyalty
86. Salonee - Calm
87. Karan - Paushed momentarily
88. Dhruval - Commitment
89. Neel - Reverential
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90. Dhruvi - Social distancing
91. Zalak - Quarantine
92. Zeal - Be Alert
93. Priyam - Proactive
94. Keya - Be Positive and stay safe
95. Dhvani - wield
96. Tejash Gondalia - World citizen
97. Nandini Raghani- Furlough
98. Vishva - Incubation period
99. Mohnish - Stay fit
100. Diven - Bliss

101. Diya - Tranquility
102. Matri - Protected
103. Viraj- Stay aware
104. Shaishav - Project Home
105. Sahil - Relax
106. Shalin - Stay healthy
107. Kalrav - Humble
108. Keyuri - Mental health
109. Chintan - Keep calm and chill
110. Jay- Stay strong
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International Women s
Day Celebration
'

‘WOMEN’S HEALTH EDUCATION – TRANSFORMING COMMUNITY' FOR THE
CELEBRATION OF INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY, 2020
Rapporteur: Dr. Ritu Sharma
5 Mar. 2020: The Women’s Cell of PDPU, organized an event in the campus on 5th March 2020, to
mark the celebration of International Women’s Day. To support women, to make an informed decision
about their health and to encourage an inclusive approach, Women’s Cell organized an awareness
program on ‘Women’s Health Education - Transforming Community'.
The event mainly focused on the marginalized section of the community, which mainly included
women housekeeping staff, women security staff, etc. It was divided into two phases. The first phase
consisted of conducting a free health check-up for all the stakeholders of the university, especially all
women members. There was Dr. Rajhans Pathak, Mr. B.K. Pathan, Mr. Nilesh Labana from Global
Hospital, Ahmedabad who carried out the health check-up of around 65 people in the span of one
hour. The second phase consisted of an interactive session with gynaecologists to address the health
concerns faced by women.
In the second phase, many PDPU officials graced the event with their presence. This included Dr. S.
Sundar Manoharan, Director General of PDPU, Prof. Tarun Shah, Registrar, Shri. Ankur Pandya,
CHRO, Shri Deven Prajapati, CCO, Dr. Ritu Sharma Convener Women’s Cell, Dr. Niyati Trivedi
and Ms. Divya Kale, Women’s Cell Members. Esteemed faculty members, staff members and student
representatives were also among the attendees. The session began with the PDPU officials sharing
their valuable insights for crafting an equal and safe environment with the essence of care. The two
gynaecologists, Dr. Nisha Goswami and Dr. Bhavik Modi also made their esteemed presence for the
next session. The question and answer round opened up real-life concerns such as malnutrition,
mental health, menstrual cycle, cervical cancer, and menopause. The interaction provided a scientific
and clear understanding by demystifying a lot of health problems. All the women employees were
gifted a free medical kit to assist initial health concerns.
This was an attempt by the Women’s Cell, PDPU
to embrace inclusivity in the form of raising health awareness generated
satisfactory responses.

Glimpses of the event:
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Online Competition by
Office of International
Relations (OIR)

ONLINE COMPETITION FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS BY OFFICE OF
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS (OIR)
Rapporteur: Neil Dave
23-29 Mar. 2020: During COVID-19 lockdown, OIR Team organized different online contests i.e.,
creative writing competition, crosswords and puzzle competitions and online singing contest. The idea
for organizing these competitions was to feel them positive and motivated in addition to the online
academic classes organised by respective faculty members. The lists of the competitions were:
Essay Writing Competition (Starting Date: 23rd March 2020 and Deadline 25th March 2020)
Crossword Competition - Part I (Starting Date: 25th March 2020 and Deadline 27th March 2020)
Crossword Competition - Part II (Starting Date: 27th March 2020 and Deadline 29th March 2020)
The winners for the same are as mentioned:
i) Essay Writing Competition
First Position: Salman
Second Position: Anil Mahato
Ishan Saraf
Sangmitra Sharma
ii) Crossword Competition - Part I
Winners (in alphabetical order): Amisha Karelia
Divyesh Karelia
Shriya Ruparelia
(All the 3 contenders have the same score)
iii) Crossword Competition - Part II
First Position: Bibek Timalsina
Second Position: Anil Mahato
Third Position: Zinabu Weldu
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Awareness Campaign by
NCC Girls

GIRLS NCC PDPU
LET'S BECOME A COMMUNITY OF SELF-AWARENESS, SELF-CARE AND SELFDISCIPLINE
Rapporteur: GIRLS NCC PDPU
31 Mar. 2020: The NCC Girls PDPU conducted an awareness campaign for COVID 19 through social
media on 31st March 2020 under the guidance of Lt. Khushali Purohit, Associate NCC Officer of
PDPU.
The girls made ‘awareness posters’, ‘posters of the activities they do during lockdown’, ‘thank you
posters’, ‘tutorial videos on washing hands and wearing masks’.
These efforts were appreciated by 1 Gujarat Girls bn, Ahmedabad, Officials of PDPU and the Gujarat
Directorate NCC.
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Faculty Achievements

ONLINE EDUCATION DURING LOCKDOWN
Rapporteur: Amrita Chakraborty
The faculty members of the School of Liberal Studies have attended a webinar ‘Fundamentals of
Outcome Based Education’ conducted on 28th March 2020. The webinar helped the participants to
get a guideline on developing a syllabus as per Course Outcome (CO) and Programme Outcome
(PO) mapping. The session was attended by the following faculty members who were awarded with
certificates of participations:
Prof. Dr. Nigam Dave
Prof. (Dr.) Pradeep Mallik
Dr. Sandesh Mahajan
Ms. Amrita Chakraborty
Dr. Vaibhav Shah
Ms. Gurwinder Kaur
Dr. Ankita Srivastava
Dr. Sitakanta Mishra
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DR. RITU SHARMA

Dr. Ritu Sharma was invited as an expert for a talk on Self-Management as a part of one day
workshop on Employability Skills organized by Mahatma Gandhi Labour Institute (MGLI) on the
occasion of National safety day on March 4, 2020.
Dr. Sharma was also invited as a guest speaker to address female employees of SPX FLOW,
Inc. (NYSE: FLOW) Ahmedabad branchon personality development on the occasion of International
Women’s day 2020 celebration.

Details on online courses registered :
1.Participated in Psychological first aid for counsellors and psychologists during COVID -19 organised
by the Gujarat digital academy for mental health in collaboration with NIMHANS, Bangalore and
ECHO India.(March 30,2020).
2. Participated in MIT JWEL CONNECTIONS 2020 WORKSHOP (10 DAYS)-MARCH 30 TO APRIL
10, 2020.
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DR. SUPRIYA PAL

Dr. Supriya Pal was invited at Indian Oil Corporation, Ahmedabad on 6th March to speak on the topic
‘Work life balance of working women’. This was a part of Women's Day celebrations at the
organisation. The speech included various highlights of policies which support work life balance,
innovative practices adopted by various organizations and some funny anecdotes of famous females
which are inspirational for the current generation.

DR. NAUSHEEN NIZAMI
Dr. Nausheen Nizami was invited as a Session Chair for a technical session in the National Seminar
on 'India’s National Security' organized by School of Liberal Studies in collaboration with National
Institute of Advanced studies, IISc, Bengaluru on 13th March 2020.
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